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Abstract: In this paper, the noise equivalent power (NEP) of an optical sensor based on
graphene-superconductor junctions in the constant current mode of operation has been
calculated. Furthermore, the necessary investigations to optimize the device noise with
respect to various parameters such as the operating temperature, magnetic field, device
resistance, voltage and current bias have been presented. By simultaneously solving the
free energy and charge carrier density equations of graphene at low temperature, the
specific heat, thermal interaction of electron-phonon and current responsivity of the
sensor have been calculated. Using these parameters, the noise equivalent power of the
device has been obtained. The results show that the behavior of device NEP by
increasing the magnetic field at a constant temperature is at first ascending and then
descending. The NEP value for different temperatures, up to T=80K, has an increasing
behavior and then by further increasing the temperature, the NEP will show decreasing
behavior which is also dependent on the value of the magnetic field. The NEP value is
directly related to the device voltage and current values, therefore by increasing the
voltage and current, the NEP will increase. Our investigations show that at the constant
current bias mode of operation, the final device NEP is independent of the device
resistance.
Keywords: Graphene, Noise Equivalent Power (NEP), Optical Sensors,
Superconductor.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, fabrication of a single layer two-dimensional carbon atoms with
honeycomb lattice which is called graphene has introduced a new structure with
unique properties. Graphene was experimentally fabricated by Novoselov group
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in 2004 [1-3].
Graphene has a quasi-metal band structure with a zero energy band gap and a
linear dispersion relation at low temperatures which leads to a completely
different behavior compared to semiconductors and conductors. In fact,
electrons in graphene behave like two-dimensional Dirac fermions with zero
mass [4-6]. Some quantum transport phenomena like integer quantum Hall
effect [2, 3, 7], Conductance quantization [8] and Sub-Poissonian shot noise [9]
have been studied in graphene and unusual characteristics result from quasirelativistic dynamics have been observed. The effects of a strong electrical field
[10], Klein tunneling [11] and induced superconductivity in graphene have also
attracted many interests. Induction of the superconductivity in graphene is
possible through the proximity effect by placing a superconductor electrode on
graphene [12-14]. On the other hand, optical detectors have an important role in
sensitive technologies [15-17]. Optical detectors are mostly fabricated using
semiconductor materials in the visible wavelengths. On the other hand,
superconductor material and graphene beside quantum wells are suitable
candidates to fabricate high responsivity detectors in the far-infrared and
terahertz wavelengths [18-23].
Graphene also has very interesting optical properties such as a constant
optical conductance in the infrared range, a controllable optical absorption using
the gate, an adjustable gap, etc. These properties made graphene a suitable
material for designing infrared detectors and lasers [24, 25].
In recent years, the properties of graphene in proximity to semiconductors,
superconductors and ferromagnetic materials have attracted a lot of interests
[12-14, 26]. For the first time, Beenakker has studied conductance of a normalsuperconductor junction based on graphene and has reported the specular
Andreev reflection in graphene [12].
In this paper, an optical sensor base on a superconductor-graphene junction
has been investigated and the noise parameters of this detector have been
studied. The optical response of the sensor at a constant bias current has been
investigated by calculation of thermodynamic and magnetic parameters of
graphene at low temperatures. Then the noise equivalent power (NEP) of the
device is calculated, and the effect of different parameters on the NEP has been
investigated.
2. THEORETICAL DETAILS
The system consisting of a superconductor-graphene junction has been
depicted in Fig. 1. The noise equivalent power of this system can be obtained
using (1) [27].
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Fig. 1. Structure of the graphene-superconductor optical sensor.

According to (1), the NEP is the sum of three components in which
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is the voltage sensitivity of the SQUID amplifier, and NEPNIS is the noise of the
superconductor-insulator-normal junction and is calculated using (2) [27]:
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The second term of (1) is the noise related to the electron-phonon flux
current. Under equilibrium condition (Te=Tph=T), this term can be simplified as:
Te  T ph  10k B  (Te6 T ph6 )  4k B Ge  phT 2
(3)

By using the detailed calculation of graphene thermodynamic properties from
[28] and [29], the thermal conductance of the electron-phonon interaction is
calculated as follows:
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As it is obvious from (1), the total NEP is also dependent on the device
responsivity. So by considering the constant bias current mode of operation, the
voltage response of the detector can be calculated using (5) [26]:
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and 5Te4 is the thermal conductance of the electron-phonon interaction (Ge-ph)
in graphene.
Assuming low chopping frequency and free-standing approximation
(GNIS>>Ge-ph) and using (4), (5), and (6), the voltage response of the detector is
calculated as:
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It should be noted that in the bias current mode of operation, by biasing the
device using a constant current, the change in the voltage of the device is
measured as the device response. In this mode if the voltage changes are in the
range of k BTe  eV    k BT (in which Δ= 174μeV), then the device current
and voltage are related by (8).
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After calculation of the voltage response as a function of the bias current, the
NEP of the device can be obtained. Using (4), the resulting NEP from the
electron-phonon interaction is calculated in (9). (This parameter has been
normalized with respect to the molar volume.)
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The noise related to the NIS junction has been calculated using (2) and
aforementioned approximations which is presented in (10) [26].
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in which:
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And the derivative of the current with respect to the voltage can be calculated
using (8).
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Finally, considering (1) and by using (7), (9), and (12) the total NEP of the
device is obtained.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
At first, effects of the magnetic field and the operating temperature of the
device on the total NEP have been investigated. Only the trend of the effect of
these parameters is investigated, therefore all plots have been normalized.
The normalized device NEP versus the magnetic field and the operating
temperature has been plotted in Fig. 2. As it is shown in Fig. 2(a), the device
NEP versus magnetic field has a maximum point which is not a suitable
operation point for these types of detectors and should be avoided. At low
temperatures, the speed of reaching the maximum point is higher and so the
maximum point is at lower values of the magnetic field. At low temperatures,
the device NEP will decline rapidly after reaching its maximum value. The
slope of reduction of NEP is smaller at higher temperatures. So that at T=80K,
the value of NEP is almost constant after reaching its maximum value.
The normalized NEP versus device temperature at different magnetic fields is
presented in Fig. 2(b). As it is shown in this figure, the NEP value will start to
increase after T=10K. Also, the NEP versus temperature has a higher
incremental slope at low values of the magnetic field. It should be noted that the
device NEP is almost independent of the magnetic field at high values of the
operating temperature beyond T=80K. So, it can be deduced that at high values
of device temperature the dominant part in device noise is the noise related to
the electron-phonon interaction (The second part in (1)).
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Fig. 2. (a) Normalized NEP versus magnetic field at different operating temperatures.
(b) Normalized NEP versus temperature at different magnetic fields. The following
values have been considered in plotting of this figure: device resistance = 1Ω, device
2
voltage = 100 μV, V   amp  3nV / Hz and GNIS = 1.5×10-13.

As it is previously mentioned, for calculation of the device NEP a specific
operating voltage range has been considered. Fig. 3 has been plotted to further
investigate the effect of the device voltage on the total device NEP.
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Fig. 3. (a) Normalized NEP versus voltage at different magnetic field and temperature
of 10K. (b) Normalized NEP versus voltage at different temperatures and magnetic field
of 0.3T. The device resistance is 1Ω.

In Fig. 3(a), the device NEP versus voltage at a specific temperature and a
constant device resistance is shown using different values for the magnetic field.
In general, increasing the device voltage will result in the enhancement of the
device NEP. As it is obvious in this figure, the normalized device NEP is
independent of the magnetic field. This is due to the fact that the voltage
dependent terms in the NEP calculation are independent of the magnetic field,
so the normalization will cancel out the effect of the magnetic field.
The NEP versus voltage at a predetermined magnetic field and a constant
device resistance and for different values of operating temperature is drawn in
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Fig. 3(b). Generally, this figure shows that the increment of the device voltage
will result in the enhancement of device NEP, but the amount and style of this
enhancement are dependent on the device temperature. The slope and the
amount of this increment in the device NEP are higher at low temperatures.
Also, by increasing the device temperature, the variation in the device NEP by
changing the device voltage is smaller. Furthermore, it can be observed that at a
constant voltage, the NEP has a direct relationship with the device temperature.
So, increasing the device temperature will increase the device NEP.
Another important device parameter in the NEP calculation is the bias current
which itself depends on the operation temperature. Fig. 4 reveals the NEP
versus bias current for different values of magnetic field at the temperature of
10K. Due to the dependency of the bias current on the operating temperature,
the behavior of NEP in Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 2(b). At the very small amount
of bias current the NEP is very small and by increasing the bias current the NEP
will increase rapidly. As it is shown, at the bias current of 1.5mA, the value of
NEP will start to reduce and by enhancing the magnetic field the slope of this
reduction will decrease. So that at B=0.3T, the NEP will be almost constant for
the bias current greater than 1.5mA. It is worth mentioning that at higher values
of the magnetic field the starting enhancement point of the device NEP will shift
toward higher values of the bias current. As it is obvious from Fig. 4, the
practical value of the bias current should be smaller than 1.5mA due to high
NEP values at higher bias currents.
The figures 2, 3 and 4 show that there is a point with special values of
magnetic field, operating temperature and bias current in which the NEP is
maximum and by going away from this point the NEP will decrease.

Fig. 4. Normalized NEP versus bias current at different magnetic fields. The device
resistance is assumed to be 1Ω.
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4. CONCLUSION
The results show that the device NEP versus magnetic field has a maximum
point which should be avoided for the better performance of the detector. It is
also shown that by increasing the device temperature the value of NEP will
increase and the style of this increment is dependent on different values of the
magnetic field.
Our investigation on the effect of device voltage on the NEP shows that
enhancement of the device voltage will increase the total NEP in general, but
the amount of this enhancement is dependent on the device temperature and the
magnetic field. At small values of temperature, enhancement of the device NEP
is faster with a larger incremental slope.
The device NEP has a direct relationship with the bias current. The device
NEP is higher for higher values of the bias current, so by choosing smaller
values of the bias current the NEP of the device can be reduced.
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